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This month's mailout started with a bit of a scare. Just
as  everything  was  lining  up,  coming  together  and
nearing the deadline by a few days, I heard from the
label that there probably were not enough LPs left for
the order. As a little freakout set in, I started frantically
looking for another pick – I'd already been confident
about this one for a month and it serendipitously had a
release date of January 15th. It was the first album of
2016 that I was hyperly anticipating and it was hitting
the  shelf  right  when  packages  were  set  to  start
shipping.

I  emailed my distributor in a whirlwind of question
marks  and  inquisitive  exclamation  points,  and  they
said they'd check stock, double check with the bosses
and get back to me. Turns out, the regular edition of
the album had not yet come in-++ and wasn't expected
until late February or early March. All they had were
the hand-packed,  screen-printed limited editions that
were already destined for the realm of “out of print.”
Thus, unobtainable. I don't know what my rep said to
his  bosses,  but  they  eventually  relented  and  sent  a
stack  they  probably  shouldn't  have  sent.  Generally
these things get  pretty heavily allocated.  Thank you
Richie Records and Revolver Distribution. So to you,
subscriber, comes an already rare piece of the current
psych underground of Philadelphia, PA. Recorded in
basements  among  rehearsal  sessions  and  sleepless
nights, tested in 200 person capacity venues and bars
and forged in between moments of regular, daily life,

this is SPACIN'...

SPACIN':
Total Freedom LP/CD
BIRDS OF MAYA was a towering riff-heaving hard
acid rock trio with intentionally overindulgent guitar
solos  and a  thunderous  rhythm section.  They had a
penchant for recording repetitive side-long rockers in
which each member would get lost in their own smoke
only to  lock back  telepathically into place  once the
haze had burned off. Their outstanding Ready To Howl
2LP (2010) is only three songs long. One track spans
one and a half sides of a record, while another spans
an  entire  two  full  sides.  Each  side  of  an  LP  can
comfortably  hold  approximately  21  minutes  before
starting to lose sound quality.

Why are we discussing the unsurpassable BIRDS OF
MAYA? Because from the ashes of the all-but-retired



BIRDS rose both PURLING HISS and SPACIN'  as
side  projects.  One  can  only  assume  the  unspoken
(publicly) indefinite hiatus was spurred by an ability to
tour or not.  Mike Polizze was touring as PURLING
HISS right as his side project's tapes were starting to
find their way onto record store shelves, but SPACIN'
remained  a  mystery  even  after  their  debut  LP had
started making the rounds in  2012.  They seemed to
just  exist  in a  basement  somewhere in Philadelphia.
Even the information that came with the record didn't
give way to much. Two of the members – drummer
and guitarist – appeared to be married (to each other)
and looked to parents,  so there was some clue as to
why it seemed to be flying just below radar. Maybe
this  was  a  rather  fierce  home-recording  outlet
exercised  in  their  downtime??  Regardless,  SPACIN'
stayed this curious thing with only a connection made
through the debut piece of wax itself – this stumbling,
heavily  distorted  70s-influenced  guitar  jam  with
drumming  that  sounded  krautrock  /  dub-inspired.  If
you can re-imagine CAN as  a  power  trio  with Ron
Asheton of THE STOOGES on guitar, you're getting
an idea of the lofi power of the band...and that is the
appeal. Raw. Emotional. Honest.

Fast forward to one of the first release dates in the new
year. The new DAVID BOWIE was released and then
a week later came the highly anticipated new SPACIN'
LP.  We're  off  to  a  good  start  and  we've  only  just
touched our toes to the new year.

With the first  track of  Total  Freedom,  the  band has
already kicked the gate off its hinges with a 9 minute
classic  rock  riffer.  Intentions  have  been  laid  out.
Grooves are being set. Parameters have been tuned in.
The second track devolves into loose, fractured notes.
The  screws  sound  like  they're  coming  undone,  but
that's just the set-up. The forest is being scorched to
make way for new life. A seed of a lick starts to grow
and thrive, we hear it developing, overtaking the drive
until it clashes into place. It's magical. Deconstruction
enhances  the groove.  Within the first  few moments,
the  mood  is  set.  SPACIN'  have  delivered  a  home-
grown modern psychedelic  classic.  I  really like  this
album and I hope you do too.

above: Spacin' live in big band form
below: packaging the limited edition LPs by hand (John Vettese)



Man,  one  could  really  stay  busy
keeping  up  with  Florence,  MA's
Feeding  Tube  Records.  Looking
up their 2015 releases on Discogs,
I  was  admittedly  a  little  over-
whelmed. I thought I was keeping
up with the label, but it wasn't even
just a  few records that I'd missed!
Regardless,  here  follows  a  stack
that made an impression.

DANIEL  BACHMAN's  newest
release  for  the  label  is  a  more
raga / drone inspired affair than the
great River LP that most of you all
saw  as  June's  AotMC  Pick.
Trailing  that  Three  Lobed release

by  a  few  months,  Miscellaneous
Ephemera  &  Other  Bullshit sees
the  tradition-steeped  solo  guitar
fingerpicker  taking  a  more
experimental  approach  to  his
writing.  The  LP  was  originally
released in the UK in a short run of
only  250  copies  in  2014,  and
Feeding  Tube  decided  to  up  that
already rare press with a staggering
run of...400 copies. So yup, despite
two  different  presses  on  two
different  continents,  there are still
only 650 LP copies  to  be had.  If
you weren't around for the mailout
of  River, I'd circle back and check
it  out.  He's  a  modern  Americana
treasure.

Cosmic  country  fuzz-wranglers
MV & EE (Matt Valentine & Erika
Elder)  released  another  gorgeous
album  of  stargazin'  slow-psych
tunes this summer.  Recommended
if  you like mixes  and matches of
these  artists:  Woods,  Grateful
Dead,  Neil  Young,  Grouper.  They
record brilliantly aimless, beautiful
songs that tend to carry the listener
off  into  some  other  realm.  You
gotta shake off pretty hard to bring
yourself back.  Alpine Frequency is
a double LP set with eight or nine
tracks  depending  on  where  you
might  hear  a  track  break  or  not,
with four of those tracks venturing
past the 10 minute mark. Including
self-released CDRs and tapes,  the
band's  releases  probably  number
somewhere  past  100  since  they
started  releasing  under  the  name
MV & EE in 2001.

Good  news  for  No  Wave  nerds:
Feeding Tube is taking up the task
of  issuing  a  multi-volume  set  of
unreleased MARS recordings from
the late-70s / early 80s. Pretty sure
I already mentioned it in a previous
Printout, but this is pretty exciting
news.  Volume  1 compiles  live
recordings from February and June
of 1977 (when the band was still
going by CHINA) and September
1977 (just after the name change).
Mars' intensely jagged deconstruc-
tionist rawk ain't for everyone, but
it's a pretty intriguing snapshot of
the NYC art rock scene just as the
tides  of  popular  music  were
shifting. The label is collaborating
with  the  band's  frontman  Mark
Cunningham and his big ol' box of
tapes for these releases.

Outside  of  Mission  of  Burma,
ROGER  MILLER  wasn't  really
known to  take  things  slow.  From
rock  to  the  avant  garde  and
classical,  Miller  shifted  through
styles before the band and in the 20
year  hiatus  between  Mission  of
Burma shows. In 1988 he released
a collection of  experimental  four-
track  recordings  through  Forced
Exposure Records titled Oh. Given
the label was a rather niche one, I
wouldn't  imagine  a  ton  of  the
record  flooded  the  market  on  its
initial  release.  Feeding  Tube
picked it back up late last year and
re-released it in an edition of 350.
Again,   not   quite   a    flood,   but

pictured above: D. Bachman, MV&EE, R.
Miller, Sunburned Hand of the Man LPs



enough  to  tide  over  us  masses.
Grinding between a few songs that
could almost pass as self-recorded
Mission demos and experimental /
avant  compositions,  Miller  navi-
gates  a  minefield  of  free-rock
surgers.  One of the standouts is a
six and a half minute cover of Sun
Ra's "Space Is The Place." This is
just a mere one of the trips Miller
took during Burma's hiatus.

The  label  brought  back  the  long
out of print, and first vinyl release
of SUNBURNED HAND OF THE
MAN's manic, druggy 1998  Mind
of a Brother CDR. Compiled from
rehearsal  space  jam  sessions  –
undoubtedly  recorded  heavily
under some kinda influence – the
record  was  burned  to  CDR  for
shows. And that's how it existed in
extremely  limited  numbers  until
Feeding Tube pressed up 500 vinyl
copies  last  year.  Two  repetitive
heavy drones on the A side (7:24 &
12:08) and one burner on the flip
(19:48) make for a good alternately
heavy / heady spin in which to get
totally  immersed.  Experimental
psych in one of its freest forms.

A Three Lobed Recordings spot-
light?? Big surprise, right? It was a
quieter month than  usual for Three
Lobed.  All  that  they released was
worthy of purchase, of course, so I
guess it  was good for our wallets
that  technically  only  four  things
were pushed out to the public.

The  HAGERTY -  TOTH  BAND
eased  us  into  the  year  with  a
ramshackle  'n'  loose  collaboration
between  Neil  Michael  Hagerty
(Royal  Trux,  Pussy  Galore,
Howling  Hex)  and  James  Toth
(Wooden  Wand)  recorded  in
Denver, 2014 and released in April.
Legend has it the two had not yet
met  before  the  recording  process,
but  a  mutual  respect  for  each
other's  songwriting  from afar  can
all  but  be  assumed.  A week,  or
maybe  even  weekend,  was  set
aside and the two met up and eked
out  some  rather  weird  Grateful
Dead-worshippin'  boogie  rawk  to
tape.  It  might  not  be  something
that takes ya by storm initially, but
if  you're  curious  as  to  what
happens  when  two  fringe  master-
minds get  together,  it's  a  real  fun
spin.  The  A  side  houses  five
normal length ditties with the two
swapping vocals and the B side is
an  18  minute  side-long  jammer.
Guess  which  side  I  prefer??  It's
called  Qalgebra and it's limited to
the odd number of 1117 copies.

DANIEL BACHMAN's  River slid
out next in May. Hope you dug it.
If  you  weren't  around  for  that
mailout,  it's  an  essential  piece  of
modern  instrumental  Americana.
Circular  finger-picked  melodies
and  haunting  slide  work.  He's  a
Virginia  native  who  kicks  around

our  area  of  North  Carolina  these
days and has an obscene knack for
absorbing  tradition  and  reinter-
preting it in his unique fashion. It
was pressed in a run of 950, which
is currently sold out, but a repress
is nearly complete.

Last month Dave Rodriguez wrote
about  the  amazing  new  TOM
CARTER  2LP,  Long  Time
Underground,  in  the  reviews
section  and  it  has  since  scored
Pitchfork / The Out Door's number
one experimental record of 2015. A
coup  for  the  underground!  Carter
was  one  half  of  Kranky Records'
Charalambides and this is his first
solo  studio  LP.  Compositionally,
it's a live-to-tape, minimal, droning
exploration  with  layered  guitars
and  loops  recorded  in  one  pass
through.  There  are  no  overdubs.
It's  expansive  and  slow-moving.
Constantly growing and retracting
while  always  moving  forward.  A
steady  current  through  the  night.
So if ya need a little of that in your
life  right  now,  put  on  some
headphones and let Carter's guitar
do the reeling. It's a 900 pressing
and was released in October.

I  lied.  Yes,  there  were  only  four
Three Lobed release dates in 2015,
but  one  was  a  five  LP set  of  10
artists  who  were   each  handed   a

pictured above: Bardo Pond



blank  slate  equaling  one  LP side
called  PARALLELOGRAM.  This
was the music nerd set of the year
and the label released only 950 of
them.

LP1 features North Carolina's own
HISS  GOLDEN  MESSENGER
and MICHAEL CHAPMAN from
the  UK.  Side  HGM  houses  three
full-band  covers  that  would  have
no  problem  passing  as  originals.
MC Taylor is teasing a glimpse at
his  songcrafting  cards  ever  so
slightly with  these.  Among  them,
he cranks out a moving cover of JJ
Cale's  "I  Wish  I  Had  Not  Said
That,"  which  may  just  be  my
favorite  moment  of  the  set  (this
week).  MICHAEL  CHAPMAN
handed Three Lobed four originals
that  are  just  as  good  as  anything
I've heard from the musician's four
decade  recording  career.  Warm
guitar,  worn  vocals  and  cello.
Heartfelt,  moving  and  timeless.
This could be the prettiest side of
the entire set?

LP2  features  SIX  ORGANS  OF
ADMITTANCE  and  Nashville's
WILLIAM  TYLER.  Six  Organs'
Ben Chasny utilizes  just  north  of
16 minutes on his side for a spacey,
repetitive  raga  drone.  Guitar
strums  clang,  buzzes  buzz  and
distant  voices  trip in and out.  All
recorded  and layered  by the  man
hisself.  William  Tyler's  side  was
recorded  around  North  Carolina
and showcases two tracks clocking
at  9:13  and  11:12.  Any  thoughts

that storytellers can't speak through
instrumentals  are  dispelled  in  the
man's  hypnotizing  solo  guitar
compositions. Haunting, reflective,
beautiful. There's no one like him.

LP3  features  KURT  VILE  and
STEVE GUNN, both from Philly,
and  is  the  only LP in  the  set  on
which the musicians collaborate on
each other's sides. Gunn is a staple
in Vile's  touring band these days,
though.  Side  Vile  has  covers  of
Randy  Newman  and  John  Prine,
both of which are exemplary, and a
solo  banjo  rewrite  of  "Red
Apples." "NPR Reject" is probably
self-explanatory, but I'd still like to
know  the  story  there.  Side  Gunn
bears a Nico cover and a 10 minute
deliberately meandered instrumen-
tal composition reminiscent of the
Boerum Palace LP, but with a little
more boogie to its step.

LP4 ain't for the faint of heart. It's
the  harshest  of  the  set  with  the
space  shared  between  CAUGHT
ON  TAPE  (Thurston  Moore  of
Sonic  Youth  &  John  Moloney of
Sunburned Hand of the Man) and
BISHOP  ORCUTT  CORSANO.
Both of these sides are pulled from
live tapes recorded at Three Lobed
and WXDU's Hopscotch Fest  day
shows. Caught on Tape's side is an
extended  take  on  Moore's  "Ono
Soul"  from  his  1995  Psychic
Hearts album. The familiar verses
and  choruses  bookend a  freeform
guitar + drums experimental jam –
which  Sonic  Youth  fans  will

appreciate – thus stretching a three
minute  pop  song  into  nearly  20
minutes.  Alan  Bishop  (Sun  City
Girls), Bill Orcutt & Chris Corsano
are the trio on the flip. Demanding
a  certain  headspace,  the  set
delivered  by  the  three  influential
experimental  artists  is  a  no  wave
spazzfest. Buckle in and settle back
for a little whiplash. Yowza.

LP5 brings the mood back down to
Earth  with  two  side-long  spacer
tracks  –  one  from  Philadelphia's
BARDO  POND  and  one  from
Hoboken's  YO  LA  TENGO.  If
you're  into  extended  jams,  it
doesn't get much better than Bardo
Pond.  Oozing riffs,  lysergic  flute,
crawling melodic vocals & steady
drums.  Beauty,  vulnerability  and
bad  omens  war  in  each  track.
Bardo Pond has rocketed to the top
of my favorite bands list in the past
few years. Their track here is a 20
minute  sedated  monster.  Yo  La
Tengo's 23 minute single-song side
is a wonderful departure from their
general state of pop. It sits heavily,
glaringly  in  contrast  with  their
latest  Stuff Like That There LP on
Matador.  One  being  a  laidback,
mostly  acoustic  celebration  of
melody  and  the  other  an  instru-
mental chug of experimental rock.
Guess which is which.

It's worth your time as a definitive
statement on the climate of experi-
mental / fringe rock in 2015.

pictured above: Hagerty-Toth, Bachman,
T. Carter LPs & Parallelogram set



MARK MCGUIRE:
Beyond Belief 2LP/CD
Synthesizer  whizkid  and  former
Emeralds  band  member,  Mark
McGuire, has been good for a lose-
yourself  window-gaze  with  each
new release for the past few years
now.  With his  latest  it's  really no
departure  from his  usual  cozying
up  to  New  Age  through  effected
guitars and synthesizers, but about
three tracks in he starts aiming for
the sun with searing 80s guitar  +
synth pop (including vocals!)  and
then  he  nails  the  next  track  into
place with a glitchy near-industrial
throb.  Complete  with  growling
bass.  The  soundcapes  grow  and
intensify  from  there,  picking  up
speed  and  heft,  as  if  McGuire  is
soundtracking  a  heart-fluttering
early  80s  science  fiction  flick.
Trebly synths course into ominous
dance  tracks  and  we're  only four
tracks in with 30 minutes already
gone.  It's  an  expansive,  mostly
instrumental  2LP  bridging  70s
ambiance  and  80s  sci-fi  glam.
Highly  recommended  for  fans  of
Emeralds,  Oneohtrix  Point  Never,
Brian Eno, Phil Manzanera (guitar-
ist of Roxy Music / countless later

experimental  guitar  pop  releases),
2001:  A  Space  Odyssey,  experi-
mental rock & overtly synthesized
soundtracks.  It's  a  trip  in  more
ways  than  one.  (Dead  Oceans,
Bloomington, IN.) -CM

DEAD GHOSTS:
Love And Death And All The Rest
LP/CD
After remaining relatively quiet for
the  past  two  years,  Vancouver's
Dead Ghosts returned in 2015 with
their third release since 2010. Fans
of  the  Black  Lips,  Mark  Sultan
(aka  BBQ),  Deadly  Snakes  and
Demon's Claws should pay special
attention  to  these  fuzzhounds  as
their rock is much in the same high
school class of them garagenecks.
Soundly speaking, this should have
been  released  by  In  The  Red
Records in the mid-aughts, but this
isn't  then  and  they're  now,  so
Burger Records has picked 'em up
outta the Southern wilds of Canada
for mass consumption. If you like
yer rawk with a bit  o'  suncracked
country  drawl,  give  the  Dead
Ghosts  a  chance.  They  haven't
disappointed yet. (Burger Records,
Fullerton, CA.) -CM

SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE:
Early Risers LP
Soldiers of Fortune are Brad Truax,
Oneida's  Barry  London  &  Kid
Millions,  Endless  Boogie's  Jesper
Eklow  and  Matt  Sweeney  of
Chavez / Zwan / Superwolf fame,
plus a slew of guest vocalists. The
bond is for a love of all things hard
rock, especially the boogie-fried &
burly  psychedelic  variety  (think
Deep  Purple,  ZZ  Top,  Coloured
Balls,  Captain  Beyond,  Vanilla
Fudge,  etc).  So expect  some hard
solos,  swaggering  blues  licks  and
the  like.  Stephen Malkmus  snarls
his  way  through  a  country  fried
boogie  tune  called  "Campus
Swagger." Cass McCombs quietly
croons  over  slow  swampage  on
"Old Roman Wall." Comets on Fire
/ Howlin Rain's Ethan Miller feels
right at home on the chug-a-lug of
"Dog Tooth Down". Dan Melchior
shows  up  on  the  free  psych
experiment "Pure Shame," and Kid
Millions  does  his  best  Plant  /
Gillan  (Deep  Purple)  on  the  first
two  tracks  of  the  album.  An  all-
around  good  time!  (Mexican
Summer  Records,  Brooklyn,  NY.)
-DR



JENNYLEE:
Right On! LP/CD
Jenny  Lee  Lindberg,  Warpaint's
bassist  and lead vocalist,  released
her  first  solo  LP  last  December.
While it can be a fine stand-in for
any  Warpaint  craving,  it's  still
different enough to stand in its own
light. Haunted, yes. Eerie, yes. But
a  slinkiness runs through the per-
sistent bass lines and Cure-inpsired
guitar  runs  just  enough  to  pull  it
out of the band's shoegazey orbit.
Lindberg can't be expected to drop
her established haziness, nor would
most  of  us  want  her  too,  but  the
synthetic stumbles she weaves into
her  spin  of  dream  pop  give  this
project  the  tiniest  extra  bit  of
propulsion.  From dreary to dizzy-
ing.  Good listen for  a cold,  quiet
night. (Rough Trade, NYC.) -CM

WEATHER WARLOCK:
Sunset Waits For No Man LP
An underrated gem from last year,

the lysergic man-vs-nature experi-
ments of Quinton & The Weather
Warlock.  The Weather  Warlock is
an  analog  synthesizer  controlled
completely by the weather!  Notes
are  determined  based  on  changes
in sunlight, air pressure, wind, rain,
etc. Quintron, you hopefully know
as the wild New Orleans organist
& guitarist who has warped minds
with  Miss  Pussycat,  Gary  Wrong
Group,  and  Oblivians.  On  Sunset
Waits  for  No  Man,  Quinton  &
members  of  Eyehategod  &  Gary
Wrong Group let the Warlock lead
their heavy semi-improvised jams.
On one side, a transcendent drone
that hits you like an unsettling fog.
One  the  other  side,  a  fiery
Hawkwind-like  acid  bruiser  of
monstrous  proportions.  (Rhine-
stone Records, New Orleans, LA.)
-DR

MILK LINES:
Ceramic LP/CD
Ooooh goodness, wait. Speaking of
the  mighty  (and  sorely  missed)
Demon's  Claws,  guess  who's
back?! Jeffrey Clarke! Of Demon's
Claws of course, that great swamp-
garage  band  from  Montreal,  QC.
He's  teamed  up  with  his  wife
Emily Frances for a  new offering
of skewed melody dual-vocal  dirt
garage. Dark and singsongy with a
drugged-country slant, their style is
a  bit  of  Lou  Reed  and  a  bit  of
Jeffrey Lee Pierce (The Gun Club)
screwed together. The songwriting

duo's  subject  matter  flies  a  little
close to the late-night paranoia of a
Mr.  Roky Erickson without  being
too  basic  or  copycat-ish.  It's
feelgood primitive for the slightly
bored or deranged. Recommended.
(In The Red Records, Los Angeles,
CA.) -CM

FUZZ:
Fuzz II 2LP/CD
This  has  been  out  since  October.
Have  we  not  discussed??  And  if
not, then why?? It must have come
out at a time when I was feeling a
little  garage  /  hard  rock  weary??
Whatever the reasoning behind it, I
actually  didn't  even  spend  much
time  with  it  in  the  shop come  to
think of it. My mistake. 'Cause it's
a monster. A pyrotechnic behemoth
hearkening  back  to  the  days  of
1970s hidden-under-your-bed fuzz-
pedaled  dinosaurs.  I'm  revisiting
the double LP right now outside by
a fire as a cold night falls and it's
scarily  fitting.  Flickers  of  fire,
deepening  skies,  slowly  igniting
stars  while  Black  Sabbath  occult-
esque  hurls  of  chug  and  Blue
Cheer-instructed guitar  flare  grow
into a steady, menacing burn. Fuzz
is  a  psychedelic  hard  rock  power
trio vesseled by Ty Segall (drums +
vocals), Charlie Moothart of the Ty
Segall  Band  and  the  Moonhearts
(guitar)  and Chad Ubovich of the
Meatbodies  (bass)  and  it's  real
good.  (Drag  City,  Chicago,  IL.)
-CM



THE SILENCE:
Hark The Silence 2LP/CD
Loose acid sounds from the great
Masaki Batoh (formerly of Ghost),
and his newest  band The Silence.
The  first  Silence  record  was  all
about  electro-acoustic  experimen-
tation  (blending  a  lot  of  amp
sounds  w/  traditional  Japanese
acoustic instruments). This is more
of a jam record.  Longform,  super
ambitious  grooves  that  burn  slow
until  they  explode  into  proggy
Crimson / Hawkwind-esque endur-
ance trials. Plenty of solos, but few
guitar-based.  More  flute,  sax,
violin,  organ or  drum action here
while the guitar noodles quietly in
the back. (Drag City, Chicago, IL.)
-DR

SIX ORGANS OF 
ADMITTANCE:
Hexadic II LP/CD
Here's the second in Ben Chasny's
Hexadic  series.  It's  a  songwriting

system that Chasny developed. To
be honest, it's a little over my head
(a lot of musical theory jargon I'm
not  smart  enough  to  understand),
but I know does involve a special
deck of cards determining how the
guitar is tuned. Hexadic I (released
early  last  year),  was  a  sprawling
free guitar/noise record a la Fushit-
susha or something. Hexadic II are
the  same  songs,  only all  acoustic
with vocals & whispers of harmon-
ium.  A pretty  wonderful  psyche-
delic folk record in tune with the
sunspotted  acoustic  moments  of
Sun City Girls or Richard Youngs.
(Drag City, Chicago, IL.) -DR

ANTHONY PASQUAROSA:
Morning Meditations LP
Gliding  just  barely  above  a  field
recording of a babbling brook and
a  distant  cooing  bird,  Pasquarosa
eases  into  his  most  recent  instru-
mental guitar record reflective and
beautiful. It's his second for VDSQ
Records'  solo  guitarist  series  and
was released the same day as Alan
Licht and Dan Melchior's records.
The streambed field recording runs
continuously throughout the tracks
cradling the already meditative run
of  bright  picking  in  a  soothing
current.  A  sadness  seems  to
permeate his writing, but it's light,
sentimental,  fleeting,  hopeful.  I'd
assume the best way to experience
this  record  is  at  dawn...my hours
unfortunately  don't  run  like  that,
but it proved to be the perfect outro

to  my  afternoon.  Listen  as  your
day  fades  or  as  it  blossoms,  I'm
confident  it  will  have  the  right
effect. (VSDQ, California.) -CM

DAN MELCHIOR:
For Letha 7”
The VDSQ series  (Vin Du Select
Qualitite)  has  been  a  tremendous
source to explore the multi-faceted
world  of  longform  guitar  experi-
mentation.  You'll  find  everything
from  abstract  blues  squalls  to
classically-trained  electric  guitar
studies,  entrancing  acoustic  folk
traditionals, paint-peeling feedback
endurance  trials  &  everything  in
between.  We've  seen  volumes
come  from  Sir  Richard  Bishop,
Bill Orcutt, Mark McGuire, Glenn
Jones,  to  name  a  few,  and  now
former  Durhamite  (and  BCR
favorite)  Dan  Melchior  gets  his
turn. Dan is perhaps better known
for  his  experimental  punk-blues-
garage  projects  like  Broke  Revue
&  Das  Menace,  but  here  he
enchants with four somber finger-
picking  instrumentals.  They're
dedicated  to  his  wife  Letha
Rodman  Melchior,  an  amazing
artist  in her own right,  who sadly
passed away in 2014.  Dan plucks
away  on  these  slide-driven  blues
numbers in a room where melodies
just bounce of the walls. It creates
a level of intimacy that I've never
really heard on any other Melchior
recordings.  Almost  like  you're
eavesdropping on a late-night jam



not  meant  for  the  world  to  hear.
(VDSQ, California) -DR

ALAN LICHT:
Currents LP
Licht is mostly known in art rock
circles  as  an  avant  (i.e.  noisy)
instrumental  guitar  composer,
though  he's  proven  himself  quite
adept at pop melodies time to time.
Having  recorded  for  Homestead
Records,  Matador  Records,  Silt-
breeze,  Drag  City,  New  Alliance
and a  handful  of  others  since the
early 90s,  he's  become  somewhat
of  a  textural  tone  whiz.  If  you
happened to catch the Lee Ranaldo
(of  Sonic  Youth)  in-store  at  the
shop  a  few  years  back,  that  was
Licht bending notes on the second
guitar.  He's  got  an  undeniable
understanding  of  atmosphere.  On
reading  the  announcement  of  an
upcoming record in the VDSQ solo
guitarist  series,  I  got  all  high  on
intrigue  and  anticipation.  Though
I'm  sure  it's  out  there  to  find,  I
hadn't  really  experienced  any
acoustic Licht. I only knew of his
electric  soundwash  pedigree.  For
his contribution to the series, strum
patterns, subtle chord changes and
manipulations, slow and fast, take
the  stage  over  the  fingerpicking
styles  we  most  often  hear  in  the
series. It's a welcome change and a
great  glimpse  from  a  different
angle  at  an  influential  outsider
guitarist.   (VDSQ,  California.)
-CM

SPACIN'  is  embarking on a short
set of tour dates with KURT VILE!

BCR favorites  WOODS  also  just
announced a tour and new album.
They're of course not coming near
the  Triangle,  so  I've  gotta  start
making  some  travel  plans.  New
record out in April!

TY SEGALL's  newest  comes  out
this Friday on Drag City Records.
Sources  say  it  falls  more  in  the
synth  pocket  than  his  previous
releases. Also releasing this Friday
on  the  label,  BONNIE  'PRINCE'
BILLY's Pond Scum is a collection
of  Peel  Sessions  recorded  from
1994 to 2002! It's supposed to be
stripped down and mostly solo.

Thrill  Jockey Records  is  bringing
back TORTOISE's catalog to vinyl
this week...and with it  a  new LP!
Their first in seven years. They're
25 years old now?!

Last  summer  Rhino  Records
brought back the first four long out
of print REPLACEMENTS LPs in
an impressive box set. Today Sorry
Ma...Forgot  To  Take  Out  The
Trash,  Stink,  Hootenanny and  Let
It  Be,  all  received  individual  LP
represses.  With  these,  the  world
can  now  rest  a  little  easier.  The
Pleased  To  Meet  Me and  Tim
represses disappeared a year or two
ago, so we can only assume they're
building a box for the second set of
four, right?? Let's hope so! If any-

one should never go out  of  print,
it's them. Buy 'em up.

Speaking of  boxes,  it  was a  very
box set-driven holiday season. We
saw a complete reissuing of NEKO
CASE's  entire catalog in an eight
LP case, MAGNETIC FIELDS' 69
Love Songs came back into print in
a  six  10”  box,  the  DRIVE-BY
TRUCKERS  released  a  five  LP
live  set,  THE  FLAMING  LIPS
revisited  Clouds  Taste  Metallic
with  a  five  LP box  set  spanning
1994 to 1997 featuring the album
plus  demos,  a  live  show,  rarities
and  the  Providing  Needles  For
Your Balloons EP for the first time
on vinyl. If that wasn't enough, the
complete recordings of Germany's
HARMONIA  got  the  box  treat-
meant.  HARMONIA was  a  kraut
rock supergroup with members of
CLUSTER  &  NEU!...who  also
boasted BRIAN ENO as a member
later in their life. It collects five all
of their official recordings from the
early to mid 70s.

Miss  that  aggressively  angular
indie  git-rock  of  the  90s?  You
should!  Good thing there's  a new
OCTAGRAPE coming!

Local,  sadly  now  defunct,  heroes
WHATEVER BRAINS just issued
their  final  record  for  Sorry  State
Records.  Titled  Punk,  it's  as good
and essential as any of their other
weirdo  punk  LPs.  I'm  going  to
miss the hell out of them.



thank you....          


